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Field Incident Report 

 

Targeting results Source of 
Targeting 

 

Targeted party Incident details  Date 

Material damage and 

displacement of people 

Turkish army and the 

Syrian armed factions 

affiliate with them 

Targeting the 

countryside of Al-

Shahba and Zirkan 

Turkish forces' warplanes bombed the countryside of Al-

Shahba (Beyluniya village) and Zirkan 

20/11/2022 

Material damage, 

displacement of people and 

the injury of Mohammed Al-

Jarada 

Turkish army and the 

Syrian armed factions 

affiliate with them 

Corona Hospital was 

completely targeted 

in Kobani 

A Turkish warplane bombed areas in 'Mashtanur Hill' in 

the city of Kobani last night. The raids have continued 

on until recently.  

20/11/2022 

Material damage and 

displacement of people 

Turkish army and the 

Syrian armed factions 

affiliate with them 

 Al-Darbasiya 

countryside of Al-

Hasakah governorate 

A Turkish warplane targeted the grain's center (silo) of 

Dahar Al-Arab's village in the western Derbasiya 

countryside, in northeast Zirkan district.   

20/11/2022 

11 people were killed, 

including : 

Reporter Essam Abdullah 

was killed 

Turkish army and the 

Syrian armed factions 

affiliate with them 

Targeting Derik 

district and its 

countryside 

Turkish airplanes' raids targeted the 'Karachuk Mount' 

in Derik countryside after midnight and targeted "Jallah 

Hill" in the village of Tal Shih in Baraaf of Derik district, 

since morning. 

20/11/2022 
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Hussein Ramadan Al-Tayy 

Khalto, Obaid Muhammad 

Haji Ali, Mazen Ossi, 

Mahmoud Hassan Ali, Nuri 

Jiftji, Hilal Qassem, Hussein 

Ali, Fayez Abdullah, Jijik 

Harouni and Hadiya 

Abdullah . 

Three people were injured: 

Saeed Jankir Ali 

Muhammad Hawass Jadi 

In addition, they targeted the areas between the villages 

of Karkendal and Takle Bakle of Kujarat area in Derik 

district. 

A car was targeted in Takle Bakle village, which resulted 

in the loss of two citizens' lives, after which people 

directed to the site and tried to treat the wounded; 

however, the Turkish airplane forces boomed the 

citizens.  

The death and injury of 15 

members of the Damascus 

government forces 

Turkish army and the 

Syrian armed factions 

affiliate with them 

Targeting Syrian 

government military 

sites in Afrin 

countryside 

The Turkish forces and warplane made an artillery 

shelling on the Shawargeh's village in Afrin city, 

resulting in the loss and injury of 15 members of the 

Damascus Government forces 

20/11/2022 

The death of three soldiers: 

Akram Suleiman, 

Muhammad Rifai, Raad Al-

Za'ran 

Three soldiers injured: 

Mustafa Al-Badr, 

Muhammad Hussein 

Turkish army and the 

Syrian armed factions 

affiliate with them 

Targeting Syrian 

governmental site on 

the contact line of 

Zarkan district 

Turkish forces bombarded Um Harmla village of Zarkan 

town in northwest Hasakah, with aircraft and artillery 

after midnight last night.   

20/11/2022 
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Muhammad, Sadiq 

Shehadeh Khalaf 

Two Syrian government 

forces were killed 

Turkish army and the 

Syrian armed factions 

affiliate with them 

Targeting Syrian 

governmental sites in 

Raqqa countryside 

A Turkish warplane targeted a military site in the village 

of Qaz Ali in the countryside of Tal Abyad in north of 

Raqqa 

20/11/2022 

Material damage and 

displacement of the people 

Turkish army and the 

Syrian armed factions 

affiliate  with them 

Targeting the 

countryside of Aleppo 

and Kobani city 

A Turkish warplane target an area in Mashtanur 

mountain, the government guards, the area around the 

Alishar village in Kobani city, areas in Bayloneh, 

Maranaz and Daqna in northern countryside of Aleppo 

20/11/2022 
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